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Abstract: This paper presents an empirical model for the response of Fuji BAS-TR image plate
(IP) for various type of energetic ions. This model has been obtained using the works of Bonnet
et al. [Rev. Sci. Instrum. 84 (2013) 103510] and Birks [Proc. Phys. Soc. A 64 (1951) 874]
and has been confronted to several experimental sets of data, showing its validity and its limits for
high Z ions.
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1 Introduction

Several types of detectors [1] exist in order to diagnose energetic ions. Solid state detectors such
as CR-39, radiochromic films (RCF), scintillators or image plates (IP) [2], belong to one type.
Passiveness and immunity to electromagnetic pulses are particularly interesting features of such
detectors. Among these solid state detectors, IPs use phosphorescent properties to store energy left
by energetic particles going through them. Then, this energy can be retrieved with scanners which
will stimulate the induced metastable excited states, using photons with a suitable wavelength.
Those devices developed by Fujifilm in the early 1980’s have since been quite popular in medicine
and physics due to some of their useful features. Indeed, IP can be reused after a 15 min erasing
sequence induced by an intense visible light source. Besides, an IP has a high dynamic range (up
to 5 order of magnitude) and a very good spatial resolution (down to 10 µm) usually limited by
the scanner properties [2]. This dynamic range can even be enhanced using advanced scanning
techniques [3].

At the end of the scanning process, the result is an image of quantum levels (QL) which can then
be used to calculate photostimulated luminescence (PSL) values which is a function of the incident
particles energy [4]. However, there is still no theoretical formula to get the relation between PSL
and the energy incident in the detector for any type of ion. Then, a calibration is needed if one wants
to retrieve quantitative data from the recorded PSL [2, 5–9]. In order to avoid such time-consuming
calibrations, this paper will try to find an empirical formula for this problem using Bonnet work [5]
and Birks’ formula [10]. Besides, this work will use calibration datasets [2, 5–9, 11, 12] from
previous experiments to gauge the adequacy of the method. We will here focus on one type of IPs
in particular, the BAS TR ones from Fuji, which main composition is detailed in table 1 [6].

2 Background and rationale for the empirical approach

Between the IPs irradiation and their scanning, there is always a time lag, allowing for some
recombinations to happen. As a consequence, the detectable signal is a time-dependent function
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Table 1. The BAS TR IPs are composed of three different layers as show in this table [2, 6].

Layer Width (µm) Composition Density (g.cm−1)
Phosphor 50 BaFBr0.85I0.15 2.85
Support 250 C2H2O 1.66
Magnetic 160 ZnMn2Fe5NO40H15C10 2.77

which is characterized by the fading of the signal in the IP [6]. Bonnet finds that the original signal
must be multiplied by the following function to get the detectable signal [6]:

f (t) =
2∑
i=1

Bie
− t

βi (2.1)

Those parameters do not seem to depend on the ion type nor their incident energy. However,
those parameters depend on the temperature and the scanner used. Using the FLA-7000 scanner at
ambient temperature and IPs irradiated by protons of 1.5MeV, Bonnet finds for the protons:

B1 = 0.49, β1 = 17.9 min, B2 = 0.51, β2 = 1482 min

According to Bonnet [5], after multiplying by the fading factor, the IP response is given by:

R(E) = Ai

∫ W

0

dEdep

dz
(E, z)e−

z
L dz (2.2)

where R(E) is the PSL signal for a proton with an initial energy E , W the width of the active layer,
Edep the deposited energy, Ai a parameter a priori depending on the ion and the IP type and L is the
absorption length of the scanning photons (2–3 eV).

In order to remove the dependence of eq. (2.2) on a particular ion, we can use the work
of Birks [10] that models the specific fluorescence of an organic crystal following its irradiation.
Adapting it tomodel the response of the IPwould yield the following empirical formula, independent
from the ion:

R(E) =
∑
i

A
∫
Ci

dEdep
dz (E, z)

1 + B| dEdep
dz |

e−
z
L dz (2.3)

where R(E) is the PSL signal, A a parameter only dependent of the IP, L is the absorption length of
the scanning photons (2–3 eV), Ci the route of one ion and B a saturation coefficient.

3 Results

We will now attempt to confront eq. (2.3) to measured calibration data. Using SRIM [13], a
compilation of large experimental datasets related to ion energy deposition in matter, it is possible
to get the energy deposited as a function of depth (dE/dz), for any ion type and any energy. As
shown in table 1, the TR IPs are characterized by a 50 µm thick sensitive layer with the composition
BaFBr0.85I0.15 [6]. From those deposited energies, we can use the following function to calculate a
PSL quantity:

R(E) = A
∫ W

0

dEdep
dz (E, z)

1 + B| dEdep
dz |

e−
z
L dz (3.1)
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Figure 1. The panels show the PSL response of the TR image plate as measured experimentally by various
groups or calculated (see text). For the calculations, the model uses A = 3.0 × 10−4 PSL.keV−1 and
B = 0.15 µm.eV−1.

From the work of Bonnet [6], we get that L = 44 µm. Using datasets from Bonnet et al. [5, 6],
Freeman et al. [7], Mancic et al. [8], Doria et al. [2], Alejo et al. [9] and Rabhi et al. [11], we have
been able to find parameters for which this model fits pretty well these experimental data. The
results for A = 3.0 × 10−4 PSL.keV−1 and B = 0.15 µm.eV−1 are shown in figure 1 and figure 2.

Aside from the proton calibration data of Bonnet [6], which are not in total agreement with the
Freeman dataset [7], we observe in figure 1 and figure 2 that the model of eq. (3.1) corresponds quite
well to the measured calibrations of the TR IP for proton, deuterium, alpha and carbon ions. The
recent work of Strehlow [12] giving calibration data relative to Ti ions, allows to check extending
the validity of eq. (3.1) to heavier ions. In this case, as evidenced by figure 3, there is however a
significant departure between the model and the data.

Trying to find parameters, which could fit all the data for the light and heavy ions simultaneously,
results in a mediocre compromise as shown in figure 4, figure 5 and figure 6. Indeed, we see on those
figures that although a good fit can be obtained for the Ti data, this set of parameters underestimates
the PSL calibration for very light nuclei (proton and deuterium) and overestimates it for light nuclei
(alpha and carbon).

One could wonder about the influence of a component of the phosphor layer whichwe neglected
till now. Indeed, the BaFBr0.85I0.15 crystals are embedded in a urethane resin. It’s hard to find the
precise mixture of the crystal and the resin but using the BAS-MS composition [14] and the density
of the MS and TR IP’s phosphor layer, we can estimate a 8:1 BaFBr0.85I0.15:urethane mix. Besides,
it’s not possible in SRIM to get the different energy deposited in those two different part of the mix.
More complicated Geant4 simulations would then be needed to get more precise results. However,
as it can be seen on figure 7 with proton and Ti ions, the total energy deposition doesn’t change that
much when taking or not into account the resin in the mixture. Thus, the presence of the resin is
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Figure 2. The panels show the PSL response, per incident ion, of the TR image plate as measured
experimentally by various groups or calculated (see text). For the calculations, the model uses A = 3.0 ×
10−4 PSL.keV−1 and B = 0.15 µm.eV−1.

Figure 3. PSL response of TR image plate for Ti measured experimentally and calculated for A = 3.0 ×
10−4 PSL.keV−1 and B = 0.15 µm.eV−1.

not the factor that can explain the inability of the model to fit both the light and heavy ions energy
deposition.

Besides, as can be observed from the case of the carbon curve of figure 2 and for titanium in
figure 6, it seems that the PSL response for low energies are always overestimated even if when the
fit seems nice. As a consequence, we can wonder if, in general, the models which links deposited
energy with the PSL response are still totally accurate for nuclei heavier than helium. Indeed,
Doria’s data [2] seems to show that the energy where the PSL response is maximum is higher than
the one modelled as can be seen in figure 2. One important aspect of the present modeling is that
we assumed that there is a one-to-one relation between the energy deposited by the ion in the IP,
which is well-known, and the energy stored in the Eu ions metastable states. The difficulty we
observe in fitting the model with the data would suggest that the energy transferred by heavy ions
to the excited Eu ions in the IP takes other, more efficient, channels than when the energy deposited
is low, as for light ions.

– 4 –
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Figure 4. The panels show the PSL response of the TR image plate as measured experimentally by various
groups or calculated (see text). For the calculations, the model uses A = 1.5 × 10−4 PSL.keV−1 and
B = 0.02 µm.eV−1.

Figure 5. The panels show the PSL response of the TR image plate as measured experimentally by various
groups or calculated (see text). For the calculations, the model uses A = 1.5 × 10−4 PSL.keV−1 and
B = 0.02 µm.eV−1.
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Figure 6. PSL response of TR image plate for Ti ions measured experimentally and calculated for A =
1.5 × 10−4 PSL.keV−1 and B = 0.02 µm.eV−1.

Figure 7. PSL response of TR image plate for protons and Ti ions measured experimentally and calculated
for A = 3.0 × 10−4 PSL.keV−1 and B = 0.15 µm.eV−1 and composition with and without urethane resin.

4 Conclusion

Using Birks’ formula [10] and Bonnet’s work [6], we found an empirical formula to estimate the
calibration for a type of image plate, the BAS-TR one. Hence, the requisite calibration in order
to get quantitative results using image plates can now be avoided for ions with a low Z (e.g. Li).
Nevertheless, it seems that this formula doesn’t workwith higher Z. Obviously, further investigations
are needed to understand the process by which energy is stored in image plates for higher Z ions,
especially at energies around where the deposited energy is maximal, to check if the link between
PSL and deposited energy needs to be modified.
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